
With over 20 years in the Performing Arts – from Broadway to comedy clubs to
high-profile television to commercials including a Super Bowl spot – Victoria
Labalme helps people perform at their highest levels and provide memorable
experiences by awakening their Hidden Genius.
Victoria helps leaders and organizations gain competitive advantage and achieve
sustainable growth through a surprising blend of business and art. Whether
performing on HBO or elevating senior leaders at IBM, Victoria has driven peak
performance for thousands of leaders across the globe.
Victoria’s proprietary and systematic methodology to awaken Hidden Genius and
drive performance has been embraced by Hollywood celebrities, bestselling
authors, and Fortune 100 CEOs. She uses strategies from the arts, stage, and
screen to transform business results and human performance.
Victoria is the secret weapon to genius-level performance at leading brands such
as Starbucks, Microsoft, and New York Life. As an inductee into the Speaker Hall of
Fame, she’s delivered hundreds of electrifying, inspiring, and actionable keynotes
around the world, sharing stages with Tony Robbins, Jack Canfield, and Peter
Diamandis.
Based in New York City, Victoria has founded three businesses, is a graduate of
Stanford University and is a critically acclaimed film producer. Her proprietary
Rock The Room®, The Throughline™ and Risk Forward® strategies and systems
have transformed hundreds of thousands of people around the globe, helping elite
individuals create their life’s best work.
To learn more or check availability for Victoria Labalme, contact Executive
Speakers Bureau at (901) 754-9404.

Testimonials

Victoria Labalme

Your "Communication Moves" event was the talk and "WOW" of my Zone Sales
Meeting. I had a least two dozen people approach me after your program to
share some very positive feedback. My entire sales team got some great working
tools from your program that they can take into their daily lives and make a
positive and measurable difference. You inspired my team tremendously (and me
as well), and we have not been able to stop talking about your program. From
the bottom of my heart, I want to thank you for a great day, a great experience,
and most of all, a great performance that we will never forget.

- Zone Sales Director, Starbucks.

We put Victoria on the stage in front of 900 sales and marketing people at 8:00
am after our big Las Vegas conference party the night before. She energized the
group and grabbed their attention. Her extensive preparation allowed her to
speak "our language". She was relevant, she was entertaining, she made our
meeting exciting; what more could we ask?!

- ASMO Geo Training Manager, Intel.
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